Abstract in English

the problem of the study:

"The family is the first cell of society and the interdependence and cohesion and their ability to prepare her children for the life of the positive active depends coherence and cohesion, growth and progress of society. so it meant a society since the emergence of the human subject of the family ,that he put the rules for its composition and limits and duties of each member and obligations before the rest of the family. where the family is that progress of society's most precious wealth depends on its construction and development. namely the "human capital" will not be able family to provide the community with those enormous wealth only if built on strong foundations and the key ingredients to help them perform their social functions that shall reflect in the performance of community functions and to achieve its development .

"The family considered in this sense a socially system within the community in general, and thus his family system functions is performed by its members in order to continue the life cycle of format and layout as well as for the family who is seeking for building its members to maintain it. And family sub- system belongs to the format's largest, a community which affected by and affect in what happens in this community of developments. there is no doubt that the changes and rapid developments undergone by the family has changed which built and shrunk their roles. And these